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INTRODUCTION TO PROGRAMMING: 

 

In this section, we will talk about how computers work, and how we could manage and code 

the software for this awesome machine and understand the general idea of programming 

and why it is amazing to write your own program. 

 

How general computers work: 
 

A computer is an electronic device that stores and processes data [1], the computer itself 

could be divided into two parts, the first part is the hardware, and it is responsible for doing 

the work, and the second part is the software and it is responsible for deciding what work 

should be done. 

To start with programming, it is better to understand the whole process of how a program run 

and execute in a machine, and how computer understand what should be done from 

humans! 

COMPUTER HARDWARE COMPONENTS: 
 

Talking about these components as it is your first time to use a computer is just a waste of 

time, for general information just use Google to find what you need. 

And we will focus on how these components communicate with each other’s to make the 

experience you feel when you use your PC or Smartphone. 

 

 

Figure 1: What is Computer [1] 

 

When you press your power-on button, the CPU will start in an initial known state, this CPU will 

ask a memory for what should he do, This memory contains a program (Just like any program) 

called BIOS (Basic Input Output System), the BIOS itself is just a program hard written in a 

memory and this program will try to initialize the reset of the computer components (Input 

Devices, Output Devices, even RAM!). 



After the CPU completed his task that was given by the BIOS and initializing devices, the BIOS 

code also contain a code that is asking for storage devices and search if there are any 

operating systems installed on it, if the BIOS code find any, the BIOS will find an initializing code 

for the operating systems, the BIOS will load this code into RAM and ask the CPU to start 

executing this code. 

You can follow this process in the next figure. 

 

 

Figure 2: A simple view of how computers start  

 

Note: There’s a lot of details not covered in this small section, will learn about these interesting 

things in the  "Computer Architecture" course      . 

At the end of this section, I will confess that knowing about these things is not necessary for 

computer programmers, but it will help you understand the whole concept of programming 

and will make you a greater programmer.  

 

INTRODUCTION TO MEMORY: 
 

A computer’s memory consists of an ordered sequence of bytes, each byte is 8-bits for 

historical reasons (and for mathematical reasons too), a bit is a binary digit, it could be a zero 

or one, and everything inside the computer is like this (even a photo or this text). 

For example, the character “F” will be stored in the memory as “01000110” if this computer 

uses ASCII encoding. 

 

 



The meaning of software: 
 

The software is the part of the computer that we could change easily, without the need for 

physical touch, in a bigger picture the software is just the bytes stored in anywhere in the 

computer, these bytes could be changed to make the computer do some tasks. 

 

WHAT IS A PROGRAM: 
 

As the program part of the software, it is just a sequence of bytes, but these bytes are in 

unique order and format, the order and the format let the CPU knows what should be done, 

the program itself must at the end be converted to machine language so the CPU could 

understand what should it do. 

 

 

Figure 3: From a problem to Machine Code 

 

WHAT IS MACHINE LANGUAGE: 
 

Machine Language is a binary language (Only contains zeros and ones), but these bytes are 

encoded in a way that the CPU understands directly what it should from these bytes. 

 

 

Figure 4: Two Machine Language Instructions 

 

 

So after understanding how our code will execute inside the computer, we need to 

understand what is that magic part that converted our program from a human-readable 

code to machine code, and learn what does Java exactly do to run our code, the magic 

symbol in Figure-3 is actually something called the Translator. 



WHAT IS A TRANSLATOR: 
 

A translator is just a program! This program is smart enough to know what you mean in your 

human-readable code and translate it into machine code, we will talk a bit about the Java 

translator and how it works  

Note: There is a lot of information about translators/compilers and you will learn about it in the 

elective course  "Compiler Design". 

WHAT IS PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE: 
 

A programming language is a set of rules for a written text, this text should be readable for 

humans and for the translator, these rules ensure that the translator will know how it should 

convert this readable text to machine code, the idea of these rules is to make the text itself 

unambiguous (having only one meaning). 

Why there is a lot of programming languages? 

WHAT IS JAVA: 
 

Java is a programming language, there are two main parts in this programming language, 

the first one is the programming language itself, the second one is the runtime environment. 

The programming language is the syntax which you write the code with, and the runtime 

environment is the application that runs an intermediate code (Not Java & Not Machine 

Code), the programming language and the runtime environment have something called API 

(application program interface) or we could say library, and you can use this API in your code 

to interact with the user or the operating system when you run your program. 

In order to develop a Java program you will need a set of tools called JDK (Java 

Development Toolkit), the JDK will convert you Java source code to something called Byte-

code, after that if you want to run this Byte-code you will need the JRE (Java runtime 

environment), the JRE will kind of convert you Byte-code to machine code and will be 

responsible for interacting with the operating system and the user. 

 

 

Figure 5: How Java programs work 



Java comes in three editions: 
 

• Java Standard Edition (Java SE) to develop client-side applications. The applications 

can run on desktop. 

• Java Enterprise Edition (Java EE) to develop server-side applications, such as Java 

servlets, JavaServer Pages (JSP), and JavaServer Faces (JSF). 

• Java Micro Edition (Java ME) to develop applications for mobile devices, such as cell 

phones. 

 

We will use Java SE to introduce Java programming. Java SE is the foundation upon which 

all other Java technology is based [1]. 

 

INSTALLING JAVA JDK: 
 

Installing a thing like JDK is a simple task just like installing any application, you just need to 

get the installer and install it!  

https://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/downloads/jdk8-downloads-

2133151.html 

Select your operating system from the list and click download, and here you go      . 

 

Note for Windows Users: 

 

This note is not just for Windows users, but I will just demonstrate it on windows, and for other 

operating systems the JDK installer will configure this for you, and if you need any help don’t 

hesitate to ask. 

To run the JDK tools directly from the command-line you need to add the JDK installing path 

in the environment path variable, this will let the command-line knows where to search when 

you write (e.g. “javac”) in the command-line. 

https://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/downloads/jdk8-downloads-2133151.html
https://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/downloads/jdk8-downloads-2133151.html


1- Open the properties of your PC 

 

 

 

2- Click “Advanced System Settings” 

 

 

 



3- Click “Environment Variables” 

 

 

 

4- Choose “Path” variable from the top menu (to configure it for your user only), or the 

bottom menu (to configure it for all users), then click “Edit”. 

 

 

 

5- Click “New” and paste the path of the “bin” folder in the JDK installation folder. 

e.g. “C:\Program Files\Java\jdk1.8.0_221\bin” 

 

6- Click “OK” on every window! 

 

 

End of Introduction to Programming Section. 



WRITING JAVA CODE: 

 

In this section, we will learn how to write a simple java program, compile it, and run it! 

Note: Please do all these lab tasks in a single folder. 

Task #1: Compile & Run a simple program (10 mins) 
 

In this task you will need to copy and paste it, the goal of this task is to test if everything is 

alright, and to get familiar with the compiler and the runtime environment. 

1- Copy the code below and paste it in a file, the filename must be “Task1.java”. 

public class Task1 { 

    public static void main (String[] args) { 

        System.out.println ("Hello World!"); 

    } 

} 

 

2- Open the command-line (Or PowerShell) in the same folder. 

Trick: Hold shift and use the mouse right button in the folder and you will an option says, 

“Open PowerShell window here”, click on it      . 

3- Write “javac Task1.java” and press Enter, the javac is the java compiler, and this is the 

name of it, adding your source code filename to it is something called argument, so 

now javac knows which file to compile. 

4- Look at the folder again and will find a new file called “Task1.class”, this is the 

generated Byte-code. 

5- To run your program write “java Task1” in the command-line, and HOORAY your first 

program should run smoothly. 

 

 

Figure 6: Compiling and running our first program 



Task #2: Writing your first program (5 mins) 
 

In this task, we will write our first Java program and understand everything in the previous 

code. 

Note: Actually, not everything :P 

1- This program will be called Task2, you first need to create a file with the name 

Task2.java, It is very important to remember the name of your file. 

 

2- In your first line, you need to write “public class <YourFilename>”, in this task you will 

replace <YourFilename> with your filename! So you will write in your first line “public 

class Task2”. 

public means that anyone can see your class and have access to it, but what is a 

class, for now just consider class as a container for everything you do in this file. 

 

3- Now you must add opening brace “{“ at the end of first-line or at the next line, but this 

opening brace looks very lonely and she tries to find her ending brace “}”, and 

because you are such a nice person you will never leave an opening brace without 

her ending brace, this thing in programming called block. 

 

4- Now everything inside these lovely braces will be the content of this class, now we will 

add something really special to our class, it is something called “main” method, a 

method is just a container for code, but this “main” method is special because it is the 

first thing that got executed. You will write “public static void main” to define this 

method, public means that anyone can see this method, static means something too 

but you will know about it later, and the void means that this method returns nothing. 

 

5- Now at the end of the previous line you need to open parentheses “(“, and also close 

it (As I told you you’re a nice person and you will never leave something alone), you 

can close it by writing the closing parenthesis “)”. 

 

6- Inside the parentheses you will write something called method's parameters, it is the 

data the method receives, and you will write “String[] args”, the “String[]” is the type 

of this data, and “args” is the name of it (You could write anything instead of args). 

 

7- Now you will need to add a block (or body) for this method so it can contain our code 

(Look at step-3). 

 

8- Write your simple line of code System.out.println (“This is a string!”). 



9- Now don’t forget to end this line of code with a “;” as it is very important for the 

compiler to know that this line ended. 

 

10- Now think about it, if we want to print this line 3 times what should we do? 

 

11- And if we want to change the printed text what should we change? 

 

Your task now is to write a program that could produce the output below (You could use a 

little help from the example code but please don’t just copy and paste it     ). 

 

 

Figure 7: Task 2 expected output 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Task #3: Use your computer to compute something! (10 mins) 
 

So, this is a computer so it should compute something, something like 1 + 1, or maybe even 

harder like 2 * 2, how can we do this in Java. 

Thanks to Java compiler, you can write your mathematical problem as you write it in a paper, 

and the java compiler will convert your mathematical problem into something the CPU can 

understand. 

In this task, you will need to do the same steps as Task #2, but you will need to change your 

simple line of code so it could compute something, inside the “system.out.println” 

parentheses you can write something like 1 + 5 * 3 instead of “Hello World!” 

Now if you got this output, it means that you put 1 + 5 * 3 inside quotation marks, and Java 

will consider this as something called “String”, the string means text. 

 

Figure 8: Task 3 Wrong output 

If you remove the quotation marks around 1 + 5 * 3, you should get the result of this 

computation. 

 

Figure 9: Task 3 expected output 



Homework #1: Print your name in an artistic way (10 mins). 
 

In this homework, you will just need to print more than one line, these lines will contain a 

specially crafted text, at the end all the lines combined will create something beautiful in the 

command-line, you can use this website https://asciiartgen.now.sh/ to generate the needed 

lines, just enter your name and select the style you want and click ok and the website will 

generate these lines for you, copy the lines and write a Java code that prints them when you 

run your program. 

This is the expected output (I used my nickname “Moh97”): 

 

Figure 10: Homework 1 expected output 

 

Homework #2: Compute the result of a complex expression (5 mins) 
 

You should write a program that computes the result of this expression  

10 ∗ 2 ∗ (3 + 2)

4 + 1
 

Note: The symbol of the division operation in Java is “/”, just like any simple CASIO calculator 

be sure that you write your expression with the right order and use the parentheses for the 

priority of the operations. 

The expected output is clear! It’s 20, don’t print 20 directly or compute any component of 

the expression manually. 

 

 

Happy Programming       

https://asciiartgen.now.sh/

